Classes by Stacy Michell at Celebrate
Quilt Camp & Show Flagstaff, AZ
June 25 - 28, 2012

2 for 1 Hula Lessons
No, we’re not going to learn hula dancing . . . although Stacy is guaranteed to entertain and
educate you with stories from her many trips to Japan and Hawaii. You will learn to carefully
cut a Hawaiian-style quilt design, and get 2 applique blocks from 1 piece of fabric!!!

The kit contains: 1 Hula Hoop - fabric dyed in the “Hula-Hoop” style radiates color from the
center out, and from this piece you’ll cut your design. Because it is a "2 for 1" project the kit
has 2 patterns, Palm Beach and Hula Flower. It has four 8 X 9 inch sheets of Shades SoftFuse,
just enough to do the project one time.
It also has 2 squares of black or 2 squares of white Kona cotton to use as background for
the appliqué (20 inch sq. & pre-washed!) It is a kind of "Modular" kit. Choose your favorite
color Hula Hoop, pick the design you want to cut from the two options, then decide if your
want a black background or a white background.
Learn some great machine appliqué methods as you complete the sewing and assembly of
this gorgeous project in almost no time at all. If you’re quick enough, there might be hula
lessons after all! Bring SHARP SMALL scissors for cutting the appliqué.

1. Pick your favorite
color Hand Dyed Hula
Hoop

3. Fuse applique to
background fabric.

2. Learn to cut a Hawaiian style block,
very carefully!

4. 2 for 1 Hula Lesson - two applique pieces
from 1 piece of fabric.

What is a Hand
Dyed Hula Hoop?
A Hula Hoop has been hand
dyed in a circular motion
that radiates from the center
out, and is great for use in a
Hawaiian Quilt! This class
uses the Small Hand Dyed
Hula Hoop 20 inches square,
to make an 18 inch finished
block.
All Hula Hoops are Hand
Dyed by Stacy Michell

When printed 8.5 x 11 this image is about 75% of full size.

2 for 1 Hula Lessons
Kit List & Supply List
Full Day Class Kit $35

Student Supply List

1 Pick Your Favorite Color Hand Dyed
Hula Hoop from selection at class.
2 Patterns - Palm Beach & Hula Flower

1 Small Sharp Scissors

4 Sheets Shades SoftFuse

1 sewing machine with “Button Hole”
stitch is great! but a zig zag will due.

4 Squares Kona Cotton for Background
and backing
4 Squares Batting
1 Spool thread Black or White
1 Bonus Mini Kit for edge stitching
practice
ALL Kit Fabric is PRE Washed &
Dried.

Open Toe Appliqué Foot

This kit is very complete, and the teacher brings a
couple of other things for use in the class. There are
samples of her favorite scissors for use and other
tricks and tools. If you bring a sewing machine, try to
bring the one you want to finish the decorative stitch
with. Many people bring their portable machine with
a limited selection of stitches. Ms. Michell has been
around sewing machine since her mother started a
dress making school in their home when she was a
child. The instructor is happy to help you find the
perfect stitch on your machine for this project in the
full day format.

Kailua Cabins
Unlike scrap Log Cabin quilts that feature a different fabric
in every strip of a block, and require hundreds of prints, this
scrappy "Kailua Cabin" quilt depends on orderly repetition of
fabrics within each block. This trick to the organized mess of
the scrap quilt is made simple by fabric selection in groups
of 4 fat quarters. Additionally, the correct fabric arrangement
for cutting simplifies the whole process, again. The 4 blocks
from the class are the perfect start for a larger quilt, or can
be finished as a small wall hanging or 4 pillows. We have
also updated the classic scrappy log cabin to use tropical
prints and bright colors!
In a full day format, we add a twist, and make this a “Quilt
as You Go” Log Cabin.
This class is a variation on a chapter from “Log Cabin
ABC’S” by Marti Michell. It uses the “Log Cabin Ruler” and
loaner rulers are available in the class. Stacy Michell is an
authorized “From Marti Michell” teacher.
All Fabric in kit is Pre-Washed! Cut to size, and ready to go!

Assorted Colors of kits will be available at class.
All fabric is pre-washed, cut to size, and ready to go. Rulers and books are on loan in
the class room, and available for purchase, but are not part of the kit. Please if you
already own the ruler or book, please do not bring it, there is a copy for you in the
room. The kits vary every time they are made.

In class our goal is to finish the 4 blocks, and explore
Log Cabin options. Additional kits are available for
purchase if you wish to continue with the project.
Learning how to make perfect Log Cabin blocks, that
all finish to the same size, really the same size, not
trim to fit same size, or stretch and steam same size,
but the Same Size, is one of the top tips you will
take from this class.

Kailua Cabins
Kit List and Student Supply List
Full Day Class Kit $35
2 Hand Dyed Fat Qtr.
1 “Hawaiian Print” Fat Qtr.
1 Solid Color (Usually black)
Kona Cotton QTR. Yard
4 Batting Squares
4 Squares Kona Cotton for
backing
Loan of book and ruler in
class.
1 Square Grid It Grid It
ALL Kit Fabric is PRE
Washed & Dried.
Kits will be available in
several color variations

Student Supply List
Basic rotary cutting set up
with min. 18 inch mat.
Extra rotary cutter blade.
1 sewing machine (straight
stitch only OK)
Neutral thread for top and
bottom thread
The book, “Log Cabin ABC’s” and
the correct size Log Cabin Ruler
will be available for use in class. If
you own these already, please do
not bring to class.
If you like what you have read so
far, please continue, the next class
brings the previous two classes
together.

“Chip off the Block”
Making large quilts,
block by block.

This is NOT a Hawaiian Style quilting class, but
a technique for joining pre-quilted sections
together. This quilt is example of using 4 - 36
inch quilts to make a 72 inch square quilt on a
standard home machine with ease.

When Stacy was making her quilt “Honolulu Hurricanes”, she found a
secret technique hidden in a Hawaiian Appliqué block, like a pearl in an
oyster. Just like the classic pearl, the technique is versatile enough to fit
with many styles of quilt, NOT just Hawaiian. This class will help you find
some balance between a whacked and slashed quilt in a day finished in an
signature stitch from the local long arm quilter, and a never finished quilt of
your dreams sitting dusty in a hand quilting frame. Breaking it down into
manageable parts is the key. It just happens, Hawaiian style 18 inch blocks
are a great size for this project. If you have taken “2 for 1 Hula Lessons” &
“Kailua Cabins” this class will bring both projects together. The two classes
just mentioned are by no means a “prerequisite”.
The class kit is a very practical kit for learning the technique. It will be 4
colors of fabric, and batting. Everyone will have the same 4 colors, this
helps the class work as a group. All kit fabric is pre-washed and dried. The
4 colors become 4 quilt blocks, and a central intersection is completed in
class. Also, many other concepts from the book will be covered to assist in
the thought process training for how to approach your next project, after
you leave the class.
If you have taken “2 for 1 Hula Lessons” and “Kailua Cabins” these kits
have been designed to work together in this class, in a full day format. In
the morning, we make the class kit, in the afternoon, we address how to
join the results from the two classes, and other topics.

“Chip Off The Block”
Kit List and Student Supply List
Full Day Class Kit $20
8 Squares of fabric in
4 colors
4 Squares batting

Book on loan in
class
additional
instructions sheet

Student Supply List
1 Working Sewing
Machine
Straight Pins

Color Cups
Did you know in 1986 Stacy Michell
started a hand dyed fabric company?

Stacy Michell of Shades Textiles creates
thousands of yards of hand dyed fabric
every year, that she sells at quilt shows
from Houston to Tokyo. Learn some basic
techniques of low water emersion fabric
dying with Pro-cion type dyes.

Below: Stacy in the “Wet
Room” dying fabric at her
studio in Marietta, GA.

Above: Finished class kit. Next we put
lids on the deli containers, and a lid on
the tote box, and put it in your car!
Dyed fabric should sit over night before
being washed. so you take this home to
wash. Not recommended for people
traveling to event by airplane.

Color Cups
Class Kit & Supply List
Full Day Class KitFee $65

Student Supply List

16 20 inch squares PFD “Shades Magic
6 Empty “Sport Top” water bottles
Dying Fabric”
about 8 - 12 oz.
16 Reusable containers
3 - 5 White natural fiber things you would
like to dye*
1 Tote box
Clothes you would use for gardening.
Comfortable shoes, and clothes that
are OK for dye stains.
1 pair of gloves
A “Buffet Line” of dye for all students to use will be set up for the day. The dye is good
for 1 week, and any extra can be taken home by students.
Students leave with 5 yards of hand dyed fabric and containers for $65, this kit is a
great value. If you were to purchase the fabric from Shades Textiles, already dyed,
this would cost $128. Additional kits can be PRE-Ordered.
* Bring some more stuff! It could be a shirt from the thrift shop or a piece of lovely silk. Should be Cotton, linen, rayon or silk. No WOOL.
These additional items will be dyed as time and supplies allow in the full day format.

